
The Rogue
Life is an endless adventure for those who live by their wits. Ever 
just one step ahead of danger, rogues bank on their cunning, skill, 
and  charm  to  bend  fate  to  their  favor.  Never  knowing  what  to 
expect,  they prepare  for everything,  becoming masters of  a wide 
variety of skills, training themselves to be adept manipulators, agile 
acrobats,  shadowy stalkers,  or masters of any of dozens of other 
professions  or  talents.  Thieves  and  gamblers,  fast  talkers  and 
diplomats,  bandits  and  bounty  hunters,  and  explorers  and 
investigators  all  might be considered rogues,  as well  as countless 
other  professions that  rely  upon wits,  prowess,  or luck.  Although 
many  rogues  favor  cities  and  the  innumerable  opportunities  of 
civilization, some embrace lives on the road, journeying far, meeting 
exotic  people,  and  facing  fantastic  danger  in  pursuit  of  equally 
fantastic riches. In the end, any who desire to shape their fates and 
live life on their own terms might come to be called rogues.

Key Abilities
In combat, a rogue invariably uses his Dexterity modifier to attack 
with his light weapons. Combined with the numerous useful skills 
that also use this ability score (such as Acrobatics and Stealth), Dex 
is probably the first choice for most rogues.

Charisma is useful for the rogue's plethora of social skills (notably 
Bluff), but Strength can also be useful for climbing and adding that 
little bit of extra damage to your mêlée attacks. Wisdom is often 
ignored by rogues, but it governs your Perception and Insight skills… 
which could be the difference between life and death.

Favoured Skills

General: Acrobatics,  Athletics,  Bluff,  Climb,  Craft,  Diplomacy, 
Disable  Device,  Disguise,  Escape  Artist,  Insight,  Intimidate, 
Perception,  Perform,  Profession,  Sleight  of  Hand,  Stealth, 
Streetwise, Swim

Weapon: Light Blades, Bows, Crossbows, Daggers,  Maces & Clubs, 
Slings, Staffs, Light Thrown, Unarmed Strike

Knowledge: None

Spellcraft: None
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Rogue Abilities
The following talents are feats are taken from a variety of third 
and fourth edition sources, with the Pathfinder game providing 
some handy inspiratin.

Rogue Talents

Acrobatic Élan Rogue talent

Your flambuoyant  fighting style of leaps,  somersaults and parries  
takes your foe continually by surprise.
At-Will | Mundane
Move Action
Prerequisite: Fighter or Rogue; Dex 15; must be using a One-Hand 
or Off-Hand weapon in your primary hand, and have your secondary 
hand empty.
Area of Effect: Close burst equal to half your Speed in feet
Target: One creature
Attack: Acrobatics vs. Reflex

Effect: On your turn, you may spend a Move Action to move up to 
half  your Speed and make an Acrobatics vs. Reflex attack on one 
designated  foe.  If  that  attack  succeeds  you  receive  a  +3 
circumstance bonus to all attack rolls you make against that target 
until the beginning of your next turn.

During  the  round  you  are  considered  to  be  leaping  hither  and 
thither, jumping over opponents, dodging between their legs, back-
flipping  off  walls  and  other  displays  of  excessive  flambuoyance 
normally only worthy of an amphetamine-fuelled squirrel.

Acrobatic  Élan grants  you  no protection  against  any  Opportunity 
Attacks that might arise from your ostentatious movement, nor do 
you gain Combat Advantage over your target.

Defensive Roll Rogue Talent

You have the ability to roll  with sudden and massively damaging  
attacks, shrugging off some of the harm.
At-Will | Mundane
Immediate Reaction
Trigger: You are hit by an attack that reduces you to 0 hit points or 
less.
Prerequisites: Rogue
Duration: Instantaneous
Area of Effect: Personal

Effect: The rogue can roll with a potentially lethal blow to take less 
damage from it than she otherwise would. When the rogue would 
be reduced to 0 or fewer hit points by damage in combat from a 
weapon  or  other  blow,  the  rogue  can  attempt  to  roll  with  the 
damage.

To use this ability, the rogue must attempt a Reflex saving throw 
(DC  =  damage  dealt).  If  the  save  succeeds,  she  takes  only  half 
damage from the blow; if it fails, she takes full damage. Note that 
taking half damage may still be enough to kill or bloody the rogue in 
certain circumstancs.

The rogue must be aware that the attack is coming, and be able to 
react  to  it.  If  the  rogue  is  granting  Combat  Advantage  to  her 
attacker then she may not use this ability.

Characters  with Evasion/Improved Evasion can use  those  abilities 
and Defensive Roll to mitigate the same attack, if all the criteria of 
both talents are met. For example, a rogue with Improved Evasion  
is hit by a fireball spell. The spell inflicts half damage, but this is still 
enough to reduce the rogue to less than 0 hit points. The rogue may 
then attempt a Defensive Roll to half the damage again.

Devious Sniping Rogue Talent

Once you set yourself up in a good position you can shoot at targets  
to your heart's content with little chance of being seen.
At-Will | Mundane
No Action
Prerequisites: Rogue
Area of Effect: Personal

Effect: Anyone can conceal themselves and use a ranged weapon to 
snipe  opponents.  As  long  as  you  have  already  successfully  used 
Stealth at least 10 feet from your target,  you can make a ranged 
attack against them.

Characters  without  the  Devious  Sniping talent  need  to  make  a 
Stealth check after every shot (even if they have multiple attacks 
per round). Each of these Stealth checks carry a heavy -10 penalty to 
maintain the obscured location.

Character who have the benefit of Devious Sniping need to make a 
Stealth check once per round to maintain their position,  and the 
check is made without the -10 penalty.

Evasion Rogue Talent

A rogue  can avoid  even magical  and  unusual  attacks  with great  
agility.
At-Will | Mundane
No Action
Prerequisites: Rogue
Area of Effect: Personal

Effect: This talent helps the character mitigate damage from attacks 
that  target  her  Reflex  defence,  that  still  inflict  half-damage  on  a 
miss.  This  mostly  includes  area  effect  spells  such  as  fireball or 
lightning bolt. A character with this damage, takes normal damage if 
the attack hits, but takes no damage instead of half damage if the 
attack misses.

The  rogue  must  be  able  to  move  to  make  use  of  this  talent. 
Restrained, helpless or immobilised rogues cannot use Evasion.

First Strike Rogue Talent

When  you  have  the  drop  on  your  opponents,  you  can  make  
devastating attacks agains them.
Continuous Effect | Mundane
No Action
Prerequisites: Rogue
Area of Effect: Personal

Effect: At the beginning of each battle, you have combat advantage 



over all opponents that have not yet acted.

Hide in Plain Sight Rogue Talent

You can disappear even if someone is staring right at you.
At-Will | Mundane
Move Action
Prerequisites:  Rogue
Area of Effect: Personal

Effect: Any character can try to make a Stealth check to hide while 
being directly observed. As long as the character is not  physically 
engaged in mêlée combat, he can make a Bluff check against the 
Passive  Insight  of  all  the  foes  who  can  see  him.  If  that  check 
succeeds then he can make a Stealth check to hide: as long as there 
is cover or shadow to hide in. See the descriptions of the Bluff and 
the Stealth skill for more information.

What the Hide in Plain Sight talent does is obviate the need to make 
a Bluff check. Characters with this talent, can always slip into hiding, 
even if they being directly observed. You can still  not use  Hide in  
Plain Sight if you're engaging a foe in mêlée combat. No-one's that 
stupid (well, maybe some paladins).

Improved Evasion Rogue Talent

When evading  area  attack  powers,  you are  even  lighter  on your  
feet.
At-Will | Mundane
No Action
Prerequisites: Rogue, Evasion Talent, 11th level
Area of Effect: Personal

Effect: This ability works like evasion, except that while the rogue 
still takes no damage if an attack against her Reflex misses, she now 
takes half damage even if the attack hits.

Improved Uncanny Dodge Rogue Talent

You  have  the  knack  of  side-stepping  every  disadvantage  that  is  
heaped upon you.
Continuous Effect | Mundane
No Action
Prerequisites: Rogue, Uncanny Dodge talent, Dex 15, 11th level
Area of Effect: Personal

Effect: You  do not  grant  Combat  Advantage  from  your  enemies, 
unless that enemy is at least four levels higher than you are.

Opportunist Rogue Talent

You can take advantage of an injured enemy by really putting the  
boot in.
At-Will | Mundane
Immediate Reaction
Trigger: A foe within mêlée reach is struck and damaged by another 
character's mêlée attack
Prerequisites: Rogue
Area of Effect: Mêlée (Reach)
Target: One Creature
Attack: Weapon Skill vs. Reflex

Effect: The  rogue  can  make  an  opportunity  attack  against  an 

opponent who has just been struck for damage in mêlée  by another 
character.  This  attack  counts  against  the  number  of  Swift  and 
Immediate actions the rogue can make in one round.

The rogue's  attack  is  an immediate  reaction  to  the  attack  of  his 
companion.  It therefore takes place before the foe has chance to 
react, even if the foe has an immediate reaction of her own.

Parry Rogue talent

With a flash of steel and a spasm of desperation you knock away  
the attacks of your enemies.
At-Will | Mundane
Free Action
Prerequisite: Fighter or Rogue; must be using a One-Hand or Off-
Hand weapon in your primary hand, and have your secondary hand 
empty.
Area of Effect: Close Burst within Reach of Mêlée Weapon

Effect: You may use the Active Defence combat action to improve 
your Reflex Defence as a free action instead of a standard action. 
You may take this free action at any point during the round, usually 
a fraction of a second before you are attacked. It works in the same 
way  as  an  Immediate  Interrupt,  but  doesn't  count  toward  the 
number of swift actions you can take in a round.

Parry also  grants  you  a  +4  to  the  die  roll  when  you  use  Active 
Defence, thus increasing the chances of the Active Defence working 
to your benefit. You can opt to use  Parry as a Standard Action on 
your turn instead of a free action. In this case you gain +8 to the die 
roll instead of +4.

For example, the slippery Falco is a 12th level rogue with a Reflex 
Defence of 24. This gives him a Reflex saving throw of +14. If he uses 
the  Parry talent as a free action he can roll  1d20+18 and call the 
result  his  Reflex  Defence  until  the  beginning  of  his  turn  on  the 
following round. If he uses the Parry talent as a standard action he 
can roll 1d20+22 and use the result as his Reflex defence until the 
beginning of his turn on the following round. 

Limitations of Parry: You can only parry physical attacks made with 
mêlée weapons. Parry is ineffective against ranged weapons such as 
bows,  and  against  energy  attacks  unless  that  energy  attack  is 
specifically tied to a mêlée weapon.

For example, a lich's fetid touch deals 1d8 cold damage in addition 
to the physical damage inflicted by its wicked claws. A warrior with 
this talent would be able to parry the entirety of the lich's attack.

Parry is also only effective against attacks by creatures that are one 
size category larger than you, or smaller. You cannot parry the bite 
attack of a Colossal great wyrm red dragon unless you yourself are 
Gargantuan size or greater.

Sixth Sense Rogue Talent

"I have a bad feeling about this."
At-Will | Mundane
Free Action
Trigger: If there is one
Prerequisites: Rogue; combat starts with a Surprise round.
Duration: The surprise round
Area of Effect: Personal



Effect: You  gain  a  +1  bonus  to  your  Reflex  Defence  and  Reflex 
Saving  throws  during  the  Surprise  round  of  combat.  This  bonus 
increases  by a further  +1 at levels 4,  8,  12 and every  four  levels 
thereafter.

You also gain one additional Move action that you can spend during 
the Surprise Round.

Slippery Mind Rogue Talent

Your cunning is such that you are able to shake off magical effects  
and suggests.
Continuous Effect | Mundane
No Action
Area of Effect: Personal

Effect: This ability represents the rogue's ability to wriggle free from 
magical  effects  that  would  otherwise  control  or  compel  her.  If  a 
rogue  with  slippery  mind is  affected  by  an enchantment  spell  or 
supernatural  effect that  hits her Will  defence, she can attempt a 
Will saving throw at the end of her next turn against the effect. If 
the effect already allows such a saving throw, the rogue can make 
two.

Sneak Attack Rogue Talent

If  a  rogue  can  catch  an  opponent  when  he  is  unable  to  defend  
himself  effectively  from her attack, she can strike a vital spot for  
extra damage.
At-Will | Mundane
Standard Action
Prerequisites: Rogue;  must  have  Combat  Advantage  and  be 
wielding a Light Blade, Crossbow or Sling.
Area of Effect: Mêlée (Reach) or Ranged 30 ft.
Target: One creature
Attack: Weapon Skill vs. Reflex

Effect: When you have Combat Advantage over your target, you can 
take a Standard Action to make a sneak attack.  This attack deals 
normal weapon damage, plus an additional 1d6 per odd-numbered 
level of the Rogue. For example, a 21st level rogue would add +11d6 
in sneak attack damage.

A sneak attack must be made with a weapon from the Light Blade, 
Crossbow or Sling weapon groups. The GM may, at his discretion, 
allow other small light weapons (such as a sap or an unarmed strike) 
to be used when making a sneak attack. Ranged attacks only count 
as sneak attacks if the target is within 30 ft.

With a sap or unarmed strike, a rogue can make a sneak attack that 
deals subdual damage instead of lethal damage. She cannot use a 
weapon that deals lethal damage to deal subdual damage in a sneak 
attack, not even with the usual -5 penalty to hit.

Sneak Attack of Opportunity Rogue Talent

It is the unexpected attacks that deal the most damage.
At-Will | Mundane
No Action
Prerequisites: Rogue, Opportunist talent, Sneak Attack talent
Area of Effect: Mêlée (Reach)
Target: One creature

Attack: Weapon Skill vs. Reflex

Effect: Whenever  you  make  a  successful  opportunity  attack,  you 
may also add your Sneak Attack damage to the damage roll.

Skill Mastery Rogue Talent

You  can  use  your  thieving  abilities  even  when  under  intense  
pressure.
At-Will | Mundane
Varies
Prerequisites: Rogue
Area of Effect: Personal

Effect: The rogue becomes so sure in the use of certain skills that 
she  can  use  them  reliably  even  under  adverse  conditions.  Upon 
gaining this ability, she selects a number of skills equal to 3 + her 
Intelligence modifier. When making a skill check with one of these 
skills, she may take 10 even if stress and distractions would normally 
prevent  her  from  doing  so.  A  rogue  may  gain  this  talent  ability 
multiple times, selecting additional skills for it to apply to each time.

Sudden Riposte Rogue talent

With alarming speed you turn your opponent's attack back on him,  
and make an attack of your own.
At-Will | Mundane
Immediate Reaction
Trigger: You are using the  Parry talent,  and you are missed by a 
mêlée attack.
Prerequisite: Fighter  or  Rogue;  Parry  talent,  11th  level;  must  be 
using a One-Hand or Off-Hand weapon in your primary hand, and 
have your secondary hand empty.
Area of Effect: Close burst within Reach of mêlée weapon
Target: The attacking creature

Effect: If you are under the effect of the  Parry talent, and you are 
missed by a mêlée attack, you can immediately make an additional 
attack of your own against the attacker who missed you.

You  make  a  single  mêlée  attack  as  an  Immediate  Reaction.  The 
attack  must  have  been  something  the  Parry talent  could  have 
defended against. Therefore the attacker must be one size category 
larger than you, or smaller; and the attack must have been with a 
physical mêlée weapon (as per the description in the Parry talent).

Uncanny Dodge Rogue Talent

Even when placed at a tactical disadvantage, you are still a devil to  
lay a glove on.
Continuous Effect | Mundane
No Action
Prerequisites: Rogue, Dex 13
Area of Effect: Personal

Effect: Enemies who have Combat Advantage over you, do not gain 
the usual +2 bonus to hit you. Any other effects you might suffer 
from granting Combat Advantage remain unchanged.



Rogue Feats

Backstabber Rogue Feat

Your sneak attack deals even more damage.
Continuous Effect | Mundane
No Action
Prerequisites: Rogue;  Sneak  Attack  talent,  must  have  Combat 
Advantage, and be wielding a weapon from the Light Blade, Cross or 
Slings group.
Area of Effect: Mêlée (Reach) or Ranged 30 ft.
Target: One Creature

Effect: When you make a successful Sneak Attack, you roll d8s for 
damage  instead  of  d6s.  For  example,  a  10th  level  Rogue  who 
successful hits with a sneak attack would deal an extra 5d8 damage 
and not 5d6.

Bleeding Strike Rogue Feat

When making sneak attacks, you always aim for arteries.
At-Will | Mundane
No Action
Prerequisites: 
Area of Effect: Mêlée (Reach) or Ranged 30 ft.
Target: One Creature
Attack: Weapon Skill vs. Reflex and Fortitude

Effect: When you make a sneak attack, make an attack roll against 
your oppoenent's Reflex and Fortitude defences. If both hit, then 
the  target  starts  to  bleed  profusely.  They  take  ongoing  damage 
equal to the number of dice you roll for Sneak Attack – e.g. if you 
rolled  5d6  for  Sneak  Attack  the  target  would  take  ongoing  5 
damage.

This damage persists for 1 round per level, or until the target takes a 
standard  action  to  apply  first  aid.  A  Heal  Check  against  DC 15 is 
required to stop the bleeding.

If your roll is good enough to hit Reflex, but not Fortitude, then you 
deal  damage  normally.  If  the  roll  is  only  good  enough  to  hit 
Fortitude, then you missed your target and nothing happens.

Crippling Strike Rogue Feat

When making a sneak attack, you have a habit of going for the legs.
At-Will | Mundane
No Action
Prerequisites: Rogue, Sneak Attack talent
Area of Effect: Mêlée (Reach) or Ranged 30 ft.
Target: One creature
Attack: Weapon Skill vs. Reflex and Fortitude

Effect: When you make a sneak attack, make an attack roll against 
your oppoenent's Reflex and Fortitude defences. If both hit, then 
the target is also slowed for 1 round per level, in addition to taking 
damage from the sneak attack.

If your roll is good enough to hit Reflex, but not Fortitude, then you 
deal  damage  normally.  If  the  roll  is  only  good  enough  to  hit 
Fortitude, then you missed your target and nothing happens.

Dazing Strike Rogue Feat

When you attack from surprise, you knock your foes insensible
At-Will | Mundane
No Action
Prerequisites: Rogue, Sneak Attack talent, 11th level
Area of Effect: Mêlée (Reach) or Ranged 30 ft.
Target: One creature

Effect: When you make a sneak attack, make an attack roll against 
your oppoenent's Reflex and Fortitude defences. If both hit, then 
the target is also dazed as well as taking damage. 

A dazed character grants combat advantage to its enemies. Dazed 
characters  can take only one Standard action on their turn.  They 
may not take swift or immediate actions. They may take free actions 
only  at  the  GM's  discretion,  although they  can still  spend action 
points. Dazed characters cannot flank opponents.

The dazed condition persists for 1 round per level, or until the foe 
makes a Fortitude saving (DC = Passive Weapon Skill) to shake off 
the effect. The foe makes this saving throw in Phase 3 of his turn, 
starting on his first turn after the rogue's successful attack.

If your roll is good enough to hit Reflex, but not Fortitude, then you 
deal  damage  normally.  If  the  roll  is  only  good  enough  to  hit 
Fortitude, then you missed your target and nothing happens.

Ledge Walker Rogue Feat

You are adept at balancing along narrow ledges and beams while  
running at full tilt.
At-Will | Mundane
No Action
Prerequisites: Rogue
Area of Effect: Personal

Effect: A successful Acrobatics check lets you move your Speed in 
feet along a narrow surface, instead of only half your Speed. While 
you  are  balancing  you  do  not  grant  combat  advantage  to  your 
enemies.

Guarded Élan Rogue feat

You have the uncanny ability to be both ostentatious and cautious  
at the same time.
At-Will | Mundane
No Action
Prerequiste: Fighter or Rogue;  Acrobatic Élan  talent, Dex 15; must 
be using a One-Hand or Off-Hand weapon in your primary hand, and 
have your secondary hand empty.
Area of Effect: Personal

Effect: Your  movement  from  the  Acrobatic  Élan talent  does  not 
provoke Opportunity Attacks from your designated target,  or any 
other foes.



Rapid Stealth Rogue Feat

You  can  move  at  surprising  speed  while  remaining  unhead  and  
unseen.
At-Will | Mundane
No Action
Prerequisites: Rogue
Area of Effect: Personal

Effect: You may move up to your Speed in feet in a round without 
taking the -5 penalty to your Stealth checks. If you move faster than 
your Speed, you take a -5 penalty to your Stealth checks instead of 
the normal -10 penalty.

Unfailing Instruments of Death Rogue Feat

You  can  sneak  attack  with  all  manner  of  weird  and  wonderful  
objects and weapons.
Continuous Effect | Mundane
No Action
Prerequisites: Rogue; Sneak Attack talent
Area of Effect: Mêlée (Reach) or Ranged 30 ft.
Target: One Creature

Effect: Choose  a  Weapon Skill  that  you  are  trained  in.  You  may 
make sneak attacks with any weapon from this weapon group.

Special: You may take this feat multiple times. Each time, its effects 
apply to a different weapon group.

Wrongfooted Riposte Rogue feat

When  you  parry  a  foe,  your  follow-through  riposte  takes  the  
opponent completely by surprise.
At-Will | Mundane
No Action
Prerequiste: Fighter or Rogue;  Parry  talent,  Sudden Riposte talent, 
11th level; must be using a One-Hand or Off-Hand weapon in your 
primary hand, and have your secondary hand empty.
Area of Effect: Mêlée (weapon)

Effect: When you make the additional attack granted by the Sudden 
Riposte feat,  your foe also grants  you Combat Advantage for  the 
duration of that one attack.
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